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Abstract
In the last few decades the Knowledge Management (KM) was a hot topic, especially in
the fields of business and information technology. At the present day the application of the KM
was spreads over and passed the border of business and ICT into many fields included cognitive
sciences, education, and community development and many others. The purpose of this review
literature is tried to re-every perspectives of knowledge management and to observe how KM
works in the community field especially in the community health sector. The KM development
history, concepts, knowledge management cycles and model, and its application are figures out
and identified. Informal academic research documents survey and interview with KM academic
persons were adapted for this review literature method. The sample model of knowledge
management for community health, based on literature review integrating with the Cambodia
context, will be suggested. This review literature will be a paving bridge for lighting into what
my doctoral degree dissertation topic going to be.
Key Words: Knowledge, Knowledge Management, Knowledge Management Model,
Community Health.

INTRODUCTION
Historically, knowledge has always
been managed at least implicitly. In the last
few decades, Knowledge Management
(KM) was a hot topic especially in the
business and Information Technology (ICT)
field (Dalkir, 2005). The degree of interest,

perspective and interpretation of KM
generally based on environment and
expertise or professional (Srikantaiah. T. K,
2000). At the present day the application of
the KM was spreads over and passed
business and ICT borders to many fields
consistently such as cognitive sciences,
education, and community development and
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many others filed. This review of literature
will
re-examine
how
knowledge
management applied and implemented in the
field of community health by reviewing the
relevant previous works and documents. In
order to make a sound of understanding, the
concepts, perspectives and interpretations of
knowledge management and community
health were review and provided.

integrated approach to the creation, capture,
organization, access and use of an
enterprise’s intellectual assets (Dalkir. K,
2005).
From the technology perspective;
knowledge management is a system
analysis, design, and implementation in
mind. This approach may emphasize one or
several of the following areas: knowledge
storage and access, networks, consumer
satisfaction,
institutional
culture,
telecommunication; application software
package, and cost recovery (Srikantaiah. T.
K, 2000). According to Information Week
Magazine, Sept 1, 2003 in Knowledge
Management mentioned that KM is the
concept under which information is turned
into actionable knowledge and made
available effortlessly in a usable form to the
people who can apply it (Dalkir.K, 2005).
World Wide Web acts as sources of
disseminating KM works and storing
knowledge and sharing learning. Km must
rely on utilization of information technology
and communication to support (Panich,
2005).
From the community development
perspective; Chantarasombat. C and Srisaard. B (2007) says KM is viewed as the
mobilization of people in working together
as a team. It is started from the research, and
learning by doing and recover of that
knowledge and then sharing into the
community and working with the
community. The KM process can help
community discover and develop human
potentials until they rely on themselves.
Moreover, based on the research of
developing the KM model for community
results four basic principles; create

Knowledge Management Concepts
There are four aspects of knowledge
management are based on informal
surveyed; From the education perspective;
knowledge management is a continuously
process of learning re-processing for
upgrading the quality and to achieve
expected goal of education standard. This
perspective more or less tried to apply the
knowledge management in the educational
administration works and teaching and
learning process for developing the
education quality by using the existed
knowledge-based
and
problem-based
(Singporn.
R,
Chantarasombat.
C,
Yeamsang. T, Srisa-ard. B, Intree, C, and
Sirisuth, C, 2007).
From the business perspective KM is
viewed as a managing the knowledge
components of all previous and current
business activities as explicit concern of
business reflected in strategy, policy,
practice at all levels of the organization; and
making a direct connection between an
organization’s intellectual assets—both
explicit and tacit—and positive business
results (Barclay and Murray, 1997 in Dalkir.
K, 2005). Grey (1996) says knowledge
management is a collaborative and
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reliability,
rehabilitated
relationship,
develop management systems, and learning
process (Phongphit, Nanthasuwan, and
Raekphinit, 2001 in Chantarasombat and
Srisa-ard 2007).

learned from the past experiences that stored
invisibly in the memory system (Senge,
1990). From the 1990s onward, the KM was
considered as critical subjects and
interesting. In 1995 Barton-Leonard
documented a Company called Chapparal
Steel KM application as a success story
(Barton-Leonard, 1995). At the same year,
Nonaka and Takeuchi studied how
knowledge is produced, used, and diffused
within organizations and how such
knowledge contributed to the diffusion of
innovation (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995).
As my personal primary assumption,
knowledge management was started to apply
it into some fields such as business,
education in the last 10 years and latest in
the field of community development.
The development of modern
technology offered another perspective of
KM evolution history. It started from
industrialization beginning
in 1800,
Transportation technologies in 1985,
communication in 1900, computerization in
1950s, Virtualization in the early 1980s and
the early efforts at personalization and
profiling technologies in 2000 (Deloitte,
Touche, and Tohmatsu, 1999 in Dalkir. K).
in the figure (1) is summaries this
development phase.

Briefs history of KM development
In the late 1980, KM has been
around and conference in KM began
appearing, books on KM were published,
and the term began to be seen in businessoriented journals.
In 1938 the actual term of
Knowledge Management were never uses.
Wells. H.G described his vision of “World
Brain” which interpreted on the intellectual
organization of the sum total of our
collective knowledge. The world brain
would present a universal organization and
clarification of knowledge and ideas. Wells
noted that; the wide gap of KM at present
unassembled and unexploited best thought
and knowledge in the world. We live in a
world of unused and misapplied knowledge
and skill (Wells. H.G, 1938). In the early
1960s, Drucker was the first to provide the
term of “Knowledge Worker” (Drucker,
1964). Senge (1990) focused on “Learning
Organization” as the knowledge that we can
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Figure 1. History of Knowledge Management Development Phases

Sources: Dalkir, 2005

Knowledge Types
Knowledge Concepts
Many concepts of knowledge were
provided. There is no universally agreed
upon accepted definition yet. Knowledge is
many things to many people perspectives
and understanding. As an old Cambodia’s
story so called “A kvak, A kven” meaning
(blind man and disable man), the blind man
(Akvak) tried to answer and describe to
disable man (Akven) what the tiger look like
by touching a different part of the animal.
He described many thing differences to what
the actual tiger look like. This story tried to
provide an example of how to make tacit
knowledge explicit.
Even though, few concepts of
knowledge viewed by the well-known
scholar in this field will cited and quoted for
this section.

Chantarasombat (2007, 2009 and
2010), knowledge is a tool of
creating added value, intellectual
properties and competitive capability
by basing on 5 principles such as;
morality, intelligent, right economic,
right state, and strong society.
Wiig
(1993),
viewed
that
knowledge—the
insights,
understanding, and practical knowhow the will all possess—is the
fundamental resources that allow us
to function intellectually. Over time,
considerable knowledge is also
transformed
to
other
manifestations—such as books,
technology,
practices,
and
traditions—within the organizations
of all kinds and in society in general.
These transformations results in
cumulated expertise and when used
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appropriately,
and
increased
effectiveness. Knowledge is a
principal factor that makes personal,
organization, and societal intelligent
behavior possible.
Russ (2010), gave a short definition
with an actionable components that
knowledge are comprised with an
action, or a potential of an action that
creates or has the potential to create,
value based on data or previous
knowledge and/or information.
Groff and Jones (2003), knowledge
is information combined with
understanding and capability; it lives
in the mind of the people. Typically,
knowledge provided a level of
predictability that usually stems from
the recognition of patterns.

level of predictability that usually stems
from the recognition of patterns—example I
have to go class before 8 o’clock in the
morning because on the way to the
university from 8:00-9:00 am, normally
traffic jam. Knowledge guided action,
whereas information and data can merely
inform or confuse.
Tacit and Explicit Knowledge
There are two major types of
knowledge; tacit knowledge (Know-how)
and explicit knowledge (Recorded). Tacit
knowledge is difficult to articulate and also
difficult to put into words, text, or drawings.
It refers to personal knowledge embedded in
individual experiences and involving
intangible factors such as personal belief,
perspective, and values. In contrast, explicit
knowledge represents content that has been
captured in some tangible from such as
words, audio recordings, or images. It also
refers to tacit knowledge that has been
documented. Moreover, tacit knowledge
tends to reside within the heads of knowers
whereas explicit knowledge is usually
contained within tangible or concrete media
(Dalkir.K, 2005; and Groff and Jones,
2003). Obviously, the valuable tacit
knowledge results in some actions when
individual understand and make use of
knowledge into action but explicit tends to
represent the final end of knowledge
outputs. Even though, making tacit
knowledge explicit is one of the key
functions of a KM strategy. In Figure (2) it
will provided the properties of tacit and
explicit knowledge.

Data, Information, and Knowledge
Data: the nature of data is raw and
without context. It is simply exists and has
no significant beyond its existents. It can
exist in any form, usable or not—for
instance the second semester of Doctor of
Educational
Administration
and
Development Program’s timetable that
provided today by Program Coordinator.
Therefore the student gets the timetable
sheet.
Information: information is data that
have been given meaning by way of
context—for example the timetable was
make up by a professor from this Friday to
Friday next week.
Knowledge:
knowledge
is
information combined with understanding
and capability; it lives in the mind of the
people. Typically, knowledge provided a
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Figure 2. Properties of Tacit and Explicit Knowledge

of KM cycles were reviewed and
categorized. These cycles will provide clear
pictures of how the knowledge is managed.
These four KM cycle models are the Zack
(1996), the Bukowitz and Williams (2000),
the McElroyn (2003), and the Wiig (1993).
The Zack KM Cycle
This KM cycle derived from work on
the design and development of information
products (Meyer and Zack, 1996). Figure 3
is viewed the Zack KM Cycle.

KM cycles
The
effective
of
knowledge
management required a clear of process of
an organization to identify, generate,
acquire, diffuse, and capture the benefit of
knowledge and can be applied intellectually
(Dalkir, 2005). The KM cycle is the
transformation of knowledge information
cycle that can be envisaged as rout of
information organization. There four models
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Figure 3. The Zack KM Cycle

Sources: Dalkir, 2005

Cycle

The Bukowitz and Williams KM

maintain and deploy a strategically correct
stock of knowledge to create value”
(Bukowitz and William, 2000). Figure 4 this
framework is shown.

This cycle model described a
knowledge management process framework
that outline “how organizations generate,

Figure 4. The Bukomitz and Williams KM Cycle

Sources: Dalkir, 2005
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The McElroy KM Cycle
McElroy (1999)
describes
a
knowledge life cycle that consists of the
process of knowledge production and
knowledge integration, with a series of

feedback loop of organization memory,
beliefs, and claims and the businessprocessing environment. The process is
sown in figure 5.

Figure 5. The McElroy KM Cycle

The Wiig KM Cycle
There are three conditions that need
to be present for an organization to conduct
its business successfully—it must have a

business and customers, it must have
resources, and it must have ability to act
(Wiig, 1993).

Figure 6. The Wiig KM Cycle

Sources: Wiig, 1993
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Based on the four KM cycle model
these KM cycle model is drawn in the
that suggested by Zack, McElroy, Bukowitz
following table
& Williams, and Wiig, the comparison of
.
Table 1. A Comparison of Key KM Cycle Process
Zack (1996)
Acquisition
Refinement
Store/Retrieve
Distribution
Presentation

Bukowitz & Williams
(2003)
Get
Use
Learn
Contribute
Assess
Build/Sustain
Divest

McElroy (1999)
Individual and Group Learning
Knowledge Claim validity
Information acquisition
Knowledge validation
Knowledge integration

As a short summary of knowledge
management cycle can guide the users
understands and decide to make use of
content. The users will validate usefulness,
and they will single when it becomes out of
date or when this knowledge is not
applicable. Users will help validate the
scope of the content or how generalizable
the best practices and lesson learn can be.
They will also, quite often, up come with
new content, which they can then contribute
to the next cycle iteration.

Wiig (1993)
Creation
Sourcing
Compilation
Transformations
Dissemination
Application
Value realization

conceptual framework is employed. The KM
models suggested by Chantarasombat
(2007), Choo (1998), Nonaka and Takeuchi
(1998), Wiig (1993), and Complex Adaptive
System Models of KM by Beer (1981) were
reviewed in order to make a sound of
understanding. The models were provided
from difference perspective and expertise
(Dalkir, 2005).
Chantarasombat (2007, 2009, 2010)
Community-reliant
KM
Model—is
community based that operating the KM in
community organization by mobilized the
people to develop the community works
with the cooperation and technical assistants
from the outsiders. This model upgraded the
community body knowledge and revising
community
problems
and
solutions

KM Model
KM initiative has to base on the
theoretical foundation. It will not coordinate
and not produce the expected KM benefits if
.
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Chantarasombat’s KM Model—Communities-Reliant

Sources: ICER 2007

Choo (1998) KM Model, adopt a
sense-making approach to model knowledge
management that focus how information

element are fit into organizational action
through sense making, knowledge creating,
and decision making.

Figure 7. Choo’s (1998) Sense-making KM Model

Sources: Adapted from Dalkir, 2005.
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back again as a basis for individual, group,
The Nonaka and Takeuchi KM
model focuses on knowledge spirals that
and organizational innovation and learning.
explain the transformation of tacit
See the model in figure 8.
knowledge into explicit knowledge and then
Figure 8.Nonaka and Takeuchi (1998) Knowledge Conversion and Spiral Model

Sources: Adapted and combination from Dalkir, 2005.

The Wiig (1993) model is based on
the principle that in order for knowledge to
be useful and valuable, it must be organized
through the form of sematic network that is
Level Type
1
Novice
2
Beginner
3

Competent

4

Expert

5

Master

connected, congruent, and complete, and
that has perspective and purpose.

Description
Barely aware or not aware of the knowledge and how it can be used.
Knows that the knowledge exists and where to get it but cannot reason
with it
Know about the knowledge, can use and reason with the knowledge
given external knowledge bases such as documents and people to help.
Know the knowledge, holds the knowledge in the memory, understand
where it applies, reason with it without any outside help.
Internationalizes the knowledge fully, has a deep understanding with
full integration into values, judgments, and consequences of using that
knowledge.
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Complex Adaptive System Model is
particularly well suited to model KM as they
viewthe organization much like a living
entity concerned with independent existence
and survival. Beer (1981) has applied this
.
Table 3. Complex Adaptive System KM Model
Phase

Name
Scanning

2

Problem
Solving

4

Abstraction

5

Diffusion

6

Absorption

7

Impacting

1

approach to describe the cohesiveness,
complexity, and selective pressures that
operate on intelligent complex adaptive
system

Description
-Identifying threats and opportunities in general available but often fuzzy content.
-Scanning pattern such as unique or idiosyncratic insights that then becomes the
possession of individual or small group.
-scanning may be very rapid when the data is well codified and abstract a very slow
and random when the data is uncodified and context-space
-The process of giving structure and coherence to such insight—that is, codifying
them.
-In this space they are giving a definite shape, and much of the certainly initially
associated with them is eliminated.
-Problem solving initiated in the uncodified region of the I-space is often both risky
and conflict-laden
-Generalizing the application of newly codified insight to a wider rang of situation.
-Involves reducing them to their most essential features—that is, conceptualizing them.
-Problem solving and abstraction often work tandem.
-Sharing the newly created insights with a target population.
-The diffusion of well-codified and abstract content to the large population will be
technically less problematic then that of content that is uncodified and context specific.
-Only a sharing of context by sender and receiver can speed up the diffusion of
uncodified data.
-The probability of the shared context is inversely proportional to population size.
-Applying the new codified insight to different situation in learning by doing or
learning by using fashion.
-Overtime, such codified inside come to acquire a penumbra of uncodified knowledge
that helps to guide their application in particular circumstances.
-The embedding of abstract knowledge in concrete practice.
-The embedding can take place in artifacts, technical or organizational rule, or
behavioral practices.
-Absorption and impact often work in tandem.

2. Leaner organization—we are
doing more and we are doing it
faster but we have to work
smarter as knowledge worker,
adopted and increased speed and
workload.
3. Corporate Amnesia—we are
more mobile as a workforce,
which creates problems of
knowledge continuity for the

KM Application in General
From the business perspective in
applied KM by Dalkir (2005) was
mentioned in four key areas:
1. Globalization of business—
organizations today are more
globalized,
multisite,
multilingual, and multicultural.
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organization
and
places
continuous learning demands on
the knowledge worker. We no
longer expect to spend our entire
life with the same organization.
4. Technological Advance—we are
more connected. Advance in
information technology not only
have
made
connectivity
ubiquitous but have radically
changed expectation. We are
expected to be “on” at all the

times, and the turnaround time in
responding is now measure in
minutes, not weeks.
The application of Knowledge
Management is wide spreads and it benefit
to individual as the employees, to
community practice and to organization
itself. These three beneficial of group also
help to emphasize why KM is important
today. Figure 3 provided the clear picture
how KM contributes to the individual,
community and organization.

Figure 3: the implications of KM to Individual, communities, and organization

Sources: Dalkir, 2005
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Knowledge Management and Community
Health

professionals to the general public using
mass communication.

Community Health Concepts
According to the Right Health
Community (RHC); community health is a
field of public health that deals with the
study and betterment of the health
characteristics of biological communities.
Even though it's a broad term, the field deals
with geographic areas rather than people
with shared characteristics. Community
health is analyzed
by geographic
information system (GIS) software and
public health datasets. In the case of Africa,
community health is broken up into three
categories;
Primary health care consists of
interventions that focus on the individual or
family such as hand-washing, immunization,
circumcision and use of condoms etc.
Secondary health care refers to those
activities which focus on the environment
such as draining puddles of water near the
house, clearing bushes and spraying
insecticides to control vectors like
mosquitoes.
Tertiary health care on the other
hand refers to those interventions that take
place in a hospital setting such as
intravenous rehydration or surgery. The
success of these health programs depend on
the transfer of information from the health

The KM implementation in Community
Health
Every dimension in relevant to
community health is depend on data and
information (Community Health Data
Launch, 2010) Knowledge Management
(KM) can be a valuable tool for community
health. Community health professional rely
on research methods to identify causal and
contributing health factors, and use a
community approach to track, prevent and
solve health problems. Community health
professionals require accurate data and the
ability to access data quickly from disparate
sources and transforms those data into
information and knowledge to do their jobs.
Data, information, and knowledge are
shared, structured, analyzed and transformed
through surveillance, interactions, and
interventions (Association of State and
Territorial Health Officials, 2005). In many
interactions, it is not simply the exchange of
data that is valued, but the tacit knowledge
that has come from training, education, and
practice that contributes to knowing how to
respond in diverse situations. Knowledge
management seeks to capture the tacit
knowledge that resides in the workforce, as
well as the explicit knowledge that may be
directly generated through the community.
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Community Health Knowledge Management Steps

Sources: Association of State and Territorial Health Officials, 2005

Brief Description of Proposed Theoretical
Framework

data, information, and knowledge. In general
there are full of data and information in any
fields in the community. The process of
making those data and information to be the
knowledge is a need. In the knowledge –
based the process of making tacit knowledge
explicit process is also a requirement.
Knowledge Management process
comprised of 6 dimensions; knowledge
preparation and classification, Knowledge
implementation, knowledge outputs and
outcomes assessment and evaluation,
knowledge
storing
(learning
center,
database…..), and good practice sharing.
Community
mobilization
and
meaningful participation of community is
considered as fundamental of this model and
main mechanism to drive up this model
achieving the goal

The main idea of this proposed
theoretical framework is based on the reintegrate of the previous theories, concepts
and relevant documents. There are three
main components should be necessary
requires
for
developing
knowledge
management model for community health;
building knowledge process, Knowledge
management process, and community
mobilization and meaning participation of
community. Moreover, the whole process of
this model is building up with the process of
building connection and building the sense
of community.
Building
Knowledge
Process
comprised of three dimensions included;
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Proposed a theoretical framework of KM for Community Health
Community Health Improvement
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Community mobilization and meaningful
participation
Future KM Development Study
The new development of knowledge
management model will provided a good
opportunity to the more meaningful
understanding and critical studying of the

education and community development and
health. The more we applied KM the more
critical of KM will be. Future KM studying,
reviewing and developing will be a work
and apply to my doctor degree dissertation.
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